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Abstract. The article examines the issues of creation of the best available technologies of form-
shaping and the methodology of quantitative evaluation of their effectiveness. It is shown that 
creation of a unified methodology for generation of best available technologies of form-shaping and 
quantitative evaluation of the effectiveness of these technologies is possible on the basis of energy-
related representation of technological processes. In this case, the technological process is 
represented as two processes – the process of converting electrical energy into mechanical energy 
and the process of transfer of mechanical energy to the processing zone. This approach allows to 
create unified methodologies regardless of the wide variety of technological processes of form-
shaping, conditions and parameters of their implementation. It is shown that for each particular 
implementation of technological processes of form-shaping, energy losses during conversion and 
transfer of energy and increased consumption of current due to “underload” of process equipment 
determine the environment friendliness of each specific implementation of the technological 
process. The main directions for improvement of efficiency of the best available technologies of 
form-shaping are indicated. 

1 Problem definition  
Technological processes of form-shaping are among the 
most important types of human economic activities; their 
implementation in a large measure determines the 
economic potential of any country, defines the 
competitiveness of products. For this reason, major 
attention is paid to improving the quality of these 
technological processes. This also applies to 
implementation of advanced technologies of form-
shaping and information technologies as well as to 
improvement of automation facilities, improvement of 
tools quality and other innovations [1-9]. 

The most important quality indices of technological 
processes are the indices that characterize their impact 
on the environment and on humans manifested through 
consumption and wastes (fig.1). 

 

Fig. 1. Impact of technological processes on the environment 
and humans. 

It should be noted that the products also are a waste, 
merely delayed in time. Therefore, environmentally 

invariant technological processes of form-shaping do not 
exist. 

It should also be noted that technological processes 
of form-shaping are characterized by large diversity of 
types and kinds (milling, grinding, etc.), by technical 
characteristics of equipment on which they are 
implemented, by conditions of their implementation. 
Besides, their implementation requires extra-wide range 
of regulation, reaching values of 10,000:1 and higher, 
and ultra-small error. 

For this reason, the problem of reducing the impact 
of form-shaping technological processes on the 
environment and humans in course of specific 
implementation of these processes is a major problem 
facing Russia’s machine-building industry; solving this 
problem is aimed at improving the quality of these 
processes as well as at increasing their competitiveness. 

2 Analysis of recent achievements in 
the study area 
An important factor in reducing the impact of 
technological processes of form-shaping on the 
environment and humans is the creation of technologies 
of form-shaping as best available technologies (BAT). 

BAT is a technology for manufacture of products 
(goods), performance of works, rendering of services 
determined on the basis of achievements of science and 
engineering and the best combination of criteria for 
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achieving the aims of environment protection, on 
condition of availability of technical feasibility of its 
application. 

These criteria include: 
• the lowest level of negative impact on the 

environment per unit of time or per volume of 
manufactured products; 

• economic efficiency of its implementation and 
operation; 

• application of resource-saving and energy-saving 
methods; 

• duration of implementation; 
• industrial implementation at 2 or more facilities. 

Currently the regulatory framework in Russia in the 
field of BAT implementation includes Federal laws, 
resolutions and orders of the Government of the Russian 
Federation, orders of the Ministry of industry and trade, 
Ministry of natural resources and environment and 
Rosstandart issued during the period 2014-2016. 
Rosstandart is the Federal executive body authorized by 
the Government of the Russian Federation dated 
23.12.2014, No. 1458 for attesting a technology as best 
available technology. 

As noted at the International forum of technological 
development TECHNOPROM 2014, implementation of 
BAT in various branches of economic activity is 
comprehensive and includes three main components - 
industrial policy, ecological policy and improvement of 
the system of state regulation based on BAT. 

Form-shaping technologies do not relate to 
technologies that require urgent transfer to BAT, as 
opposed, for example, to power-generation technologies 
or minerals extraction technologies. However, 
widespread character of these technologies and 
concentration in industrialized regions predetermine the 
necessity for proactive steps towards their transition to 
BAT. 

3 Purpose and objectives of the work 
The purpose of this work is the creation of a unified 
methodology for generation of form-shaping BAT and 
quantitative evaluation of the effectiveness of these 
technologies for each specific implementation of 
technological processes, taking into account the state of 
technological equipment, tools and conditions for the 
implementation of these processes. 

The objective of this work is the substantiation of the 
interrelation of the energy-related representation of 
technological processes of form-shaping with their 
negative impact on the environment and humans. 

4 Main part 
Creation of a unified methodology for generation of 
form-shaping BAT and quantitative evaluation of the 
effectiveness of these technologies across wide variety 
of technological processes and conditions of their 
implementation can be provided through the energy-
related representation of these processes [10]. 

In this case, the technological process of form-
shaping may be represented as two processes - the 
process of converting electrical energy into mechanical 
energy and the process of transfer of mechanical energy 
to the processing zone. 

The first process is performed by electric motors (AC 
or DC motors), and the second process – by the 
kinematics of the technological equipment. 

As any physical processes, the processes of energy 
conversion and transmission involve losses that are 
characterized by the losses (∆Pconv and ∆Ptrans) of active 
component of consumed power. These losses form the 
negative impact of technological processes on the 
environment and on humans [11]. 

Indeed, for the formation of negative impact on the 
environment and on humans, energy is needed – 
electromagnetic energy (electromagnetic pollution), heat 
energy (heat wastes), mechanical energy (vibration 
wastes, solid wastes), etc. Therefore, the energy of the 
negative impact on the environment and on humans is 
determined by the power losses during the 
implementation of these technological processes, 
because the energy source is only the energy supplied to 
the technological equipment. 

For this reason, the active component of power 
consumed from the source exceeds the cutting power 
calculated by the technologist and applied to the motor 
shaft, and this excess, which is caused by losses, 
determines the negative impact of technological 
processes of form-shaping on the environment and on 
humans. 

It should also be noted that when induction motors 
are used in technological equipment as converters of 
electrical energy into mechanical energy, it is necessary 
to take measures for providing the maximum value of 
power factor (cosφ). Low value of this coefficient is 
explained by the fact that, in the vast majority of cases, 
the equipment is operating at underload, i.e. at 
conditions when the cutting power reduced to the motor 
shaft is substantially smaller than the rated capacity of 
the motor (Pn). This leads to emergence of substantial 
reactive component of the consumed power, and hence 
to increase of the value of total consumed power, what 
generates additional negative load on the environment 
[12]. 

Thus, these two factors - energy losses and low 
power factor - determine the negative impact of 
technological processes of form-shaping on the 
environment and humans during their implementation, 
and also the excessive consumption of energy 
(physically this means that the technological process is 
implemented at excessive values of consumption 
current). 

In addition it should be noted that reduction of 
consumption of energy determined by S value has a 
considerable environmental impact in itself, because 
electricity production is one of the types of economic 
activities that have the greatest negative impact on the 
environment. 

To achieve the goals of environmental protection, 
what is required for creation of the best available 
technologies, it is necessary to fulfill two conditions. 
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Firstly, it is necessary to reduce losses of active power 
during implementation of the technological process of 
form-shaping, and secondly, to improve the power 
factor. 

So, the generation of form-shaping BAT is resolved 
into minimizing the full power (S) consumed during 
implementation of these technologies by reducing the 
cutting power (Pcut) applied to the motor shaft through 
efficiency of the machine (η) and energy losses (∆Pconv, 
∆Ptrans), and by improving the power factor (cosϕ) (1). 

                 
ϕ

∆+∆+η
=

cos
)( transconvcut PPPS   (1) 

To a considerable extent this corresponds to BAT for 
ensuring energy efficiency presented in the European 
Climate Change Programme. 

Based on the stated above, the diagram of generation 
of form-shaping BAT may be represented as shown in 
fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 3. Diagram of generation of form-shaping BAT. 

All stated above applies equally to technological 
processes implemented on general-purpose equipment 
and CNC equipment, additive and digital technologies, 
nanotechnologies, to formation of lean production. 

It should be added that after solving the technical 
issues of generation of form-shaping BAT, for inclusion 
of these technologies in BAT reference book it is 
necessary to carry out several organizational and 

organizationally-technical measures established by 
regulatory documents in this area of activities. 

Hence, for generation of form-shaping BAT, the 
following set of measures should be recommended. 

1. During development of the technological process, 
basing on state-of-the-art technologies, innovations, 
resource-saving and energy-saving, tool management 
and metrological support, in order to achieve BAT goal, 
the process engineer creates the technological process 
providing minimal cutting power of machining steps. 

2. In course of implementation of technological 
processes of form-shaping, it is necessary to select the 
equipment by capacity of electric motors, achieving the 
value of cutting power reduced to the motor shaft as 
close as possible to motor rated power (to avoid 
« underload » of the machine as much as possible). 
Besides, operation of motor at idle should be minimized. 

3. In case of « underload » of the machine during 
implementation of technological processes, it is 
necessary to install capacitors to compensate the reactive 
component of the consumption current, or install special 
energy-efficient motors in the technological equipment. 

4. Reduction of energy losses during energy 
conversion and transmission to the processing zone is 
achieved by changing the parameters of the 
technological process of form-shaping. However, it may 
cause change of static and dynamic characteristics, 
stability of the system. All this may result in change of 
quality indices of the technological processes; if the 
quality indices decrease, the optimization problem must 
be solved. 

Using this approach to creation of best available 
technologies of form-shaping, the quantitative evaluation 
of their effectiveness may be performed basing on the 
ratio of power required for cutting process and calculated 
by the technologist (Pcut), and consumed power 
measured (S) for the specific implementation of the 
technological process of form-shaping. This ratio should 
be called the integrated environmental index of quality 
of technological processes I, because it takes into 
account the integral environmental impact of these 
processes due to energy losses (∆Pconv and ∆Ptrans) and 
machine « underload » (cos ϕ is small) (2). 
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5 Conclusions 
1. During generation of a form-shaping BAT, it is 
necessary to use energy analysis of technological 
processes, allowing the creation a unified methodology 
for the quantitative evaluation of the effectiveness of 
these technologies through comparison of cutting power 
with full consumed power. 
2. Energy losses during implementation of 
technological processes and excessive consumption of 
current determine the aggregate effect of the specific 
implementation of the technological process on the 
environment and humans. 
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3.  This approach enables the quantitative assessment of 
effectiveness of general-purpose technologies as well as 
of digital and additive technologies, and facilitates the 
transition to lean machine-building production. 

All of the above applies equally to the technological 
processes implemented on general-purpose equipment 
and CNC equipment, to additive and digital 
technologies, nanotechnologies, to formation of lean 
production. 

Therefore, the introduction of best available 
technologies of form-shaping is one of the most 
important basic directions for increase of 
competitiveness of machine-building, because it is aimed 
at increasing of resource intensity, reducing of energy 
consumption of technological processes, at preventing 
adverse impacts on the environment and on humans, 
taking into account the particular features of the specific 
branch of industry. 
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